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"On Earth as it is in Heaven", that is a powerful and bold statement, Jesus
gave  us a example of how to pray in Matthew 6:10, you may know it as
part of the Lords prayer. I remember memorizing it as a child, getting
ready for Communion. Looking back I  remember not being very fond of
memorizing the Lord's prayer ,but I am so grateful that I learned it. There
has been so many times that I have meditated on that prayer.
 
What does that look like to pray & declare like Jesus and to align our faith
with truth that Earth should function like Heaven? To be raw, when I think
about the reality of Heaven invading Earth it seems almost impossible, but
I get excited of the thought that we are to think and do what seems
impossible. With God All things are possible!!!
 
It is the process of knowing we don't have to have all the answers  with
every decision, but letting our heart grab a hold of what God is saying for
that moment. Our mind and thoughts will always try to talk us out of  what
God is wanting us to do.... I have experienced this so many times, but our
hearts are saying "YES"!!! In those moments the "Great Debate" begins in
our minds, "Does God really want me to do that", "Is that my thoughts or
your thoughts God?", "I am going miss it and look crazy", "What are they
going to think" The thoughts flood the mind and by the end of it your
heart is still saying "YES" and God is cheering you on "You can do it" All I
know is when we take one step forward with agreement, He meets us
where we are. 
 
When we just smile & talk to someone as we go in the store, make a meal
for someone, paint a picture for someone that needs hope, sing a song that
bring joy to someone that is feeling sick, share a dance of freedom to
someone that is feeling discouraged, mow your neighbors yard, call a
friend that has been on your heart to encourage them, pay for the persons
groceries in front of you or pray for a person at the gas station; you are
releasing Heaven!! It's uncommon and unusual to others but you are
sowing seeds of the Father's love to the world and it makes them think and
ask questions....
 
Those words "On Earth as it is in Heaven" has been stirring in me with
everything we are facing, the fear, panic and threat of the COVID-19
around the world. It is hard to wrap our minds around the great impact it is
having truly around the world. But I don't picture God panicked, do you???
He is waiting for us to move in our words, our authority, move in rest,
peace knowing what we carry and who we are! When Jesus commissioned
us, giving us all power and  authority, He fully wants and expects us to
know and even better move in the inheritance we have. 
 
Bill Johnson has a great explanation on this subject. He describes this as the
core of how we should operate, that"heaven is to invade earth and Jesus
gave us an assignment to bring the reality of His world into this one". So as
we take this journey together, know that you were born to release the
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth and that God has great joy seeing us when we
step into His possible!
 
Zoe White
Healing Center of the Arts Founder & Art SOZO Leader
 

"On Earth as it is in Heaven"



HCA Workshop Testimonies

 

Our Songs of Heaven Workshop held last Saturday (April 4th) was amazing ! 

Even with the technical difficulties with Zoom, we could feel the love of the Father

embracing us and giving us a new perspective on his protection over us!

 

One of the students mentioned that “The best part of the workshop was to be able to see

how my thoughts, feelings and vision can come together to make a beautiful song…”

Indeed it was amazing to see each student encountering Jesus and the new songs that

He was revealing to us! 

 

One student in particular had such a deep encounter which confirmed many promises

and received in a renewed strength to move forward! I am looking forward to our next

workshop soon!

 

Leandro Reis     

Songs of Heaven Founder & Leader

 

If you are interest in taking a Songs of Heave Workshop and would like to learn more

about it, visit our website: https://healingcenterofthearts.com/songs-of-heaven-

workshop

 



 

 
I was so honored to have 7 amazing ladies join our Freedom to Dance Workshop in
March.  We had a wonderful time in the Father’s presence as we walked through
personal inner healing activities and movement through flag and dance.
 
During the workshop the ladies expressed a sense of peace and greater level of
freedom.  Many shared testimonies with me of God healing their hearts of past hurts,
disappointments and heavy burdens.  It was powerful seeing them flag and dance as
the pains and lies washed off of them with every flag and dance movement.
 
It always amazes me at how God ministers to each woman individually in such a
beautiful way! I am so thankful to be apart of this journey with the women as they
receive freedom through the movement of dance.
 
Rebecca Rubio      
Freedom to Dance Founder & Leader
 
If you are interest in taking a Freedom of Dance Workshop and would like to learn
more about it, visit our website: https://healingcenterofthearts.com/freedom-to-
dance-workshop
 

HCA Workshop Testimonies



 

I was so exited to have 6 wonderful ladies at our last Art SOZO Workshop, it was a fun
encounter as we went on a journey with Jesus receiving more freedom.
During the workshop I had many testimonies that just blows me away....and gets me
so excited!!!
 
There was beautiful breakthrough for each woman, here are the testimonies: a new
level of the God's love & deeper connection, freedom from the struggle with
perfection, a powerful transition out of a place of panic attacks to a new place in God,
a renewed sense of hope, peace and worthiness!!!
How powerful is that!!! God is so good!! There is no limits with God....
 
Zoe White   
SOZO Leader
 
If you are interest in taking a Art SOZO Workshop and would like to learn more
about it, visit our website: https://healingcenterofthearts.com/art-sozo-workshop
 

HCA Workshop Testimonies



I was reminded  recently of  when I painted this  artwork, it was a time of going deeper in "who" I am, my true

"Identity". As I was painting this, God was revealing even more layers of what I was designed to do, my

"Assignment", He was showing me the deep things in my heart, it was if they were longing to come alive... for

me to recognize what I was born to do. It was like I was meeting apart of me for the 1st time.  2018-2019 was a

adventure of discovery in the depths of my heart with God, surgery is a good word for it. It is funny how He

does things in stages so we don't go flat line... 

About 8 years ago, the journey I call " The More" started, my husband &  I just needed more of God, we were so

hungry and not satisfied.  We were reading all kinds of spiritual books, in our bible more, listening to different

ministers, going to conferences and  being stretched on our outlook of who God is. We needed not to just

know ,but to experience more of God. He did not disappoint, we have amazing testimonies but there was a

work being done in both of us. For me there was so much of a struggle with self confidence, unworthiness &

perfectionism... it was bad!!! So much of my childhood & decisions in my life shaped my view of people & how

life treated me. With a false view, I moved in a performance mentality, I was over organized, planned

everything to the "T" and controlling. Inside I was so unhappy, trapped in a roller coaster of self pain and I was

longing for freedom ,but did not know how to get there..... Performance controlled every area of my life. The

enemy was taking my good traits in my life and twisted them to become destructive to my true identity.

 

I was designed to be a stronger leader, confident, encouraging, wise with my decisions  & have creative ideas.

To step into who I was and always meant to be, I had to let go of the weight I was carrying of performance and

give it to Jesus. When that realization came, then the healing began. It was not over night, there was some tests,

but His yoke is lite & easy and I chose to carry that. Matthew 11:28 and Philippians 1:6 became my life verses,

that He will continually develop & perfect me until He returns for me!!!

 

See God made you with INTENTION!!! He knit and formed with such care, made you mysteriously complex

and everything you do is marvelously breathtaking! (Psalm 139 TPT) We can let our past, pain, and what

people did to us define who we are. Or we can "CHOOSE" to agree with the design of our fabricator, our loving

Heavenly Father..... You were born with creativity, that no one else has. You have an expression of Gods love

that people need to experience. You carry keys to breakdown walls, to set people free with the testimonies you

have walked through.  My friends receive a new level of love today  and know you were born with intention!

 

Zoe White    

Healing Center of the Arts Founder & Art SOZO Leader

Releasing Kingdom through the Arts

"Key"  
Born to reign as Royalty with my Savior

More than capable, knowing I am his and
He is mine

Depending on His leading with every
breath and moment of my life

He has given me the key of ability with
authority

Revealing mysteries of His heart at every
turn

Discovering truth of my purpose at every
door

I am the carrier of your love and medicine
to the world

Focused, Moving abound, complete in Him
 

Completed on: 2/4/19



 

What is creativity? Where does it come from? How do we define it ? Those were the first thoughts that came

to mind when I was preparing to write this article; I know there are many answers from different people, but

I wanted to share one definition that I believe helps to put these questions in a different light… and if we do

not have the final answers, at least I hope this will point our questions in the right direction. 

 

Here is the thought: Creativity is a spiritual resource which connects and shapes natural realities. Let me

explain then: If you look at every area of society, creativity plays a pivotal role in shaping culture, it is the

catalyst for changes in the environment and ultimately in peoples destinies. However, as I defined it earlier,

creativity is not the source in itself but rather just a resource, a pathway... The source of creativity is the most

important thing for it is the source of creativity that defines the outcome of anything that we create. 

 

You may never have heard this concept before but you surely have felt the effects of what I am talking about,

for example: How do you feel when you hear the song “What a wonderful world” in the voice of Louis

Armstrong ? What emotions come to you when you see the painting “starry night” by Vincent van Gogh ? or

yet How do you feel when you watch a beautiful dance choreography? Something moves inside of you, right

? It is the creativity connecting your heart to someone else’s emotions and experiences! That is incredibly

powerful! But that is a neutral tool. It can and be used for both the good and the bad. 

 

Creativity can literally connect you to life or death, depending on its source. Now Here is the game changing

news: God has created you and empowered you with creativity to bring the reality of his kingdom to your

natural environment; You can bring the peace and joy of Heaven into every situation, in your school,

business, hospitals, markets, families, and now more than ever into the digital realms of the internet and

social media. Remember this: Transformation comes when our reality is overtaken by a greater reality! 

 

When the reality of heaven, the healing and peace of heaven overtakes the pain and the sorrows we may be

going through. That can happen in an instant or it can happen in a process, but once it happens,we will never

be the same again! And all of that can happen if someone is brave enough to sing a new tune, paint a new

color or move around step by step into a beautiful dance. 

 

I want to encourage you to take a step towards unlocking your creativity by connecting back to the source of

it all: Jesus! If you need Healing He is the healer, If you need peace, he is the prince of Peace, and if you feel

lost, He is the way to bring you back towards the beautiful destiny He has dreamed for you!

God bless you !!

 

Leandro Reis

Songs of Heaven Founder & HCA Leader

 

Kingdom,Connection,Creative...



 

 
I recently had a dream and in the dream I was in an old white house.  I was wearing a knee length
dress. The house was filled with different pastors and people from different backgrounds.  Some
people were mature Christians modestly dressed and others were “unchurched” people dressed very
casual, and some indecent.  At some point it was time for a worship service and I wanted to dance so
I got up to go put on pants under my dress so I would be properly covered.  
 
As I got up, I was approached by some of the mature Christians questioning my appearance.  I was
trying my best to explain myself and suddenly one of my former pastor’s walked towards me and
extended his arms to me.  He squeezed me and lifted me up. He hugged me tightly and kissed me on
the forehead.  
 
At that moment, I felt like a child with her Daddy.  All I could feel was His love and acceptance of
me.  This pastor was someone that the Lord used mightily in my life.  He was anointed and moved
powerfully in the Spirit through his teachings.  However, my dance was never fully embraced and
accepted in his church.  It was a very hard long season of keeping my heart pure while walking in
honor and love and holding onto my faith as one called to minister through dance.
 
This is what the Lord spoke to me about this dream:
 
To the expressive worshipers who have been misunderstood and rejected by His church BUT have
remained faithful and have kept their hearts pure, now is your time. The Lord is restoring dance to
His church. The Lord is unveiling the eyes of those who have misunderstood your dance unto Him.
The Lord is releasing a greater revelation of His love and acceptance of your worship unto Him. 
 
He is healing past hurts and breaking off any word curses that have been spoken over you that would
taint your dance.  The Lord is placing you on display to shine brightly for Him and your dance will
shake the earth.  Your dance will lead this movement.  You will no longer be in the back hidden but
you will be restored to your true position as a leader in battle.
 
 
Rebecca Rubio
Freedom to Dance Founder & HCA Leader
 
 
 

Restoration of Dance



 

Mark Your Calendar..... April 19th 

Facebook LIVE Creative Worship Night @ 6pm CST

 

 We want to invite you to our LIVE Creative worship session online,

April 19th at 6pm CST.  Join us for a time of prophetic worship, dance

and painting  on our HCA Facebook page. 

Here is the link: 

https://www.facebook.com/events/265084697855970/

 

 




